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Abstract 
University of Pisa - Department of Civil and Industrial Engineering 
Master Thesis in Chemical Engineering 
Investigation of the fluid behavior in randomly packed columns using Computed Tomography 
Domenico Mangiaracina 
The qualitative investigation of the fluid behavior and the quantitative evaluation of 
widespread fluid dynamic parameters like liquid hold-up, wetted area and mass-transfer area 
in a randomly packed column are carried out using Computed Tomography CT, a totally non-
invasive measuring technique. Despite the huge effort of different researchers, a lack of 
comprehension about the flow field within the packed bed still prevents the development of 
completely satisfying models, that are precisely able to predict these fluid dynamic 
parameters in order to achieve an economically optimized design of the column. 
In the present work, three commercial random packings (Raflux Ring, RMSR and RSR), 
belonging to different generations, are scanned in a 0.1 m diameter column in presence of two 
different systems: water / air and isopropanol /air. The latter is used for the first time in CT 
investigations despite the common industrial applications of these organic compounds. An 
algorithm, previously developed by Schug and Arlt. [1], is applied to compute the profile and 
the integral values of fluid dynamic parameters along the packed bed, highlighting the effect 
of the liquid load (ranged between 2 m3 / m2 h and 70 m3 / m2 h), the gas load (ranged 
between 0 Pa0.5 and 2 Pa0.5), the packing type. 
The main aims of the present work are summarized in two points: firstly, the investigation of 
the effect of the column’s re-packing and on the variance of the fluid dynamic parameters. The 
results show an extremely weak effect of the re-packing of the column, with deviation less 
than 4 % in terms of coefficient of variation for each fluid dynamic parameter. Secondly, these 
parameters are evaluated with an organic liquid (isopropanol) to assess the combined 
influence of significantly different physical properties like viscosity and surface tension. A 
better wettability of the packing and a higher mass-transfer area is recorded. Furthermore, a 
graphical qualitative evaluation of the liquid flow morphology and a successive classification 
of the present liquid structures (films and rivulets) are conducted.  
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Objectives and Aims 
Packed columns are equipment widely used in separation processes such as distillation, 
absorption, liquid-liquid extraction. Due to the importance of these unit operations in the 
process engineering, a great effort was made in the last decades to improve the performances 
of packed columns. Basically, in order to properly model these processes, the designer needs 
thorough information regarding the hydraulic characteristics of the respective packing 
elements throughout the entire operating range [2]. Starting from the beginning of the 
previous century, various studies has been led to obtain useful information about the 
operation of packed columns [3] [4]. These researches provided results in terms of average 
properties along the column without the possibility to have a look at the spatial profiles and 
distributions of liquid, gas and packing within a single cross section of the equipment. This 
problem is common and affects all kind of two-phase flow investigations. Only in the last two 
decades new investigations based on non-invasive techniques allowed also the evaluation of 
local properties [5] [6]. 
The objective of the present thesis is the investigation of fluid dynamics in randomly packed 
columns by means of computed tomography (CT). This technology was designed for medical 
application during the 1960s and gradually developed. In the last 20 years it was also 
employed in other fields, included the industrial sector, as a powerful investigation tool [7]. 
This technique is promising because it offers the opportunity to obtain images that, after 
adequate processing, represents the actual liquid distribution inside the column without 
interfering with the gas and liquid flows, in a totally non-invasive way [8]. 
To accomplish this goal, a custom-designed CT scanner, located in the laboratory of the 
Institute of Separation Science and Technology at the University Erlangen-Nürnberg, was 
used. The experimental campaign was divided into two parts: a first run of experiments 
feeding water and air in a countercurrent mode into the column and a second one with 
isopropanol, an organic compound, instead of water. The column was dumped with three 
different kinds of random packing: Raflux Ring, RSR (Raschig Super-Ring) and RMSR (RVT 
Metal Saddle Ring). The first run was focused on the study of the variance of fluid dynamic 
parameters after the column’s re-packing for three times. Raflux Ring and RSR were scanned 
with and without a gas load. The second run investigated the influence of different physical 
properties (i.e. viscosity, surface tension and density) on the fluid dynamic parameters such 
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as liquid hold-up, wetted area and mass-transfer area. In particular, isopropanol was selected 
and the three types of random packing previously cited were scanned, without a gas load. 
 
1.2 Structure of the thesis 
The table of contents presents the structure and the specific topics developed in each of the 
five chapters in which the present dissertation is divided. 
The importance of the use of computed tomography as an investigation tool is highlighted. 
Furthermore, the experimental campaign is summarized. The theoretical background of 
packed columns (i.e. the operating principle, the definition of the most important fluid 
dynamic parameters, the available design models) and the relevance of these parameters for a 
proper and economical design are underlined. The physical law that governs the interaction 
between matter and X-rays in CT system is described. Typical CT configurations are 
presented, including the main components and their operation. The process that leads from 
the raw data acquired through the measurements to the raw cross sectional images is 
illustrated step by step. Moreover, a mathematical basis of the images reconstruction process 
is presented. A literature review of previous applications of CT to packed columns is also 
provided with a summary of the more significant results already obtained. An extensive 
description of the experimental set-up and specifically of the hydraulic circuit, the column and 
the different kinds of scanned random packing is presented. It is also shown the custom-
designed CT scanner used in the present work with its main components and features. 
Starting from the reconstructed images, the processing of the raw images with ImageJ is 
described. Afterwards, a Matlab script, already developed in a previous work [1], is applied to 
convert the graphic information into numerical evaluations by means of a segmentation 
algorithm. This algorithm assigns to each pixel in the image a specific gray-value 
corresponding to packing, liquid or gas. Therefore, the script is able to identify and count the 
number of the different grey-values in each image, providing numerical values for the fluid 
dynamic parameters of interest. 
The results of the present work include the cross section images at different packed bed 
height, useful to observe the flow morphology of the liquid (i.e. the shape and width of the 
present liquid structures) and its distribution (i.e. area that are rich or poor of liquid). 
Moreover, the profile of common fluid dynamic properties (i.e. hold-up, wetted area, mass-
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transfer area) in a total of 63 height positions along the packed bed is plotted and the integral 
values of these properties recorded. These integral values are also compared with the 
predicted values obtained by common correlations available in literature. The influence of 
liquid and gas loads is also considered. An analysis of the regions within a single cross section 
of the column is led to locate the areas with higher or lower liquid hold-up. Furthermore, the 
results related to isopropanol are presented in order to observe the combined effects of 
different physical properties on packed columns performances. 
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2 Literature Review 
2.1 Packed Columns 
2.1.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLES AND PACKING TYPES 
Packed columns are equipment consisting of a column filled with dumped or arranged 
packing elements. This kind of equipment were designed and developed for industrial 
applications in the 1900s, although they were used for the first time in the early 1800s for 
simple processes such as alcohol distillation, and in sulfuric acid plant absorbers [9]. Another 
type of equipment used in industrial applications is tray columns. It consists of a series of 
spaced trays mounted inside the column. This kind of equipment will not be considered in the 
present work. 
In a standard layout suitable for distillation or absorption processes, a typical cutaway of a 
packed column is shown in Figure 1. It is equipped with a liquid inlet and a distributor at the 
top and a gas inlet and free space for distribution at the bottom. Furthermore, liquid and gas 
outlet at the bottom and at the top, respectively, are provided. In this way, it is possible to 
achieve a countercurrent flow between gas and liquid, normally employed in practical 
applications. An intimate contact between gas and liquid is obtained by means of the packing 
elements inside the column. 
 
Figure 1: Illustrative cutaway of a packed column [10] 
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The liquid flows downward and wets the packing surface. The gas, flowing upward, contacts 
the liquid film and a mass-transfer area between gas and liquid is obtained. Precisely through 
this gas-liquid interface the mass-transfer between the two phases takes place. The packed 
bed rests on a support, typically a grid. Between different packed beds a liquid collector is 
placed that gathers the liquid from the superior section and a liquid redistributor that feeds it 
to the inferior section is also provided. Other internals are hold-down grids to avoid the up-
lifting effect due to the gas flow and manways to allow maintenance. In Figure 1 two different 
packed bed sections are shown with different packing types as well as the other internals 
previously described. A general classification of packing kinds is provided in the following: 
 Random packing: discrete piece of packing of characteristic shape randomly dumped 
into the column; 
 
 Structured packing: crimped thin layers of corrugated sheets or wire mesh neatly stuck 
in the column; 
 
 Grids: a particular subtype of structured packing used especially in heat transfer, wash 
service and in high fouling systems [11]. 
Nevertheless, the most common types of packing in industrial applications are by far random 
and structured packings. The first kind of random packing, developed in the 1930s, were 
Raschig rings and Berl saddles, shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. They are 
representative of the so-called “first generation” of random packing, widely used in the past 
and still popular in some applications. Various materials could be used to realize the packing 
elements: metal (steel or other types), ceramic, plastic. The material is usually chosen 
depending on the type of the fluids that have to be treated. 
 
Figure 2: Metal Raschig rings [12] 
 
Figure 3: Ceramic Berl saddles [13] 
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For many years up to the late 1960s, the use of packed columns in distillation and absorption 
processes was limited to relatively small plants with column diameters up to 1 m. This poor 
spread was due to insufficient packing performances: basically too high pressure drops. The 
“second generation” of random packings produced two new popular types: Pall Ring, 
developed by BASF, and Intalox saddles, developed by Norton Company; a picture of both of 
them is presented in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Basically the geometry of these packing types is a 
modification of the previous shape [11]. 
 
Figure 4: Metal Pall rings [14] 
 
Figure 5: Ceramic Intalox saddles [15] 
Pall rings come from Raschig rings after cutting windows and bending the windows tongues 
inward. These modifications lowered the gas resistance, increasing the capacity, and 
improved the area distribution around the packing. Pall rings exceeded Raschig rings in all the 
applications, making them obsolete. Intalox saddles evolved from Berl saddles; the new shape 
is able to prevent pieces from nesting closed together, reducing bed porosity. 
From the middle of the 1970s the “third generation” was developed by several manufacturers 
in cooperation with researchers. Basically, some modification of Pall rings and Intalox saddles 
were investigated and adopted but the results achieved, even if relevant, were not so 
significant. In fact, the second generation packings are still widely used in many applications, 
as the first one. 
Recently a “fourth generation” was also developed by the major manufacturers: an example is 
Raschig Super-Ring, shown in Figure 6 with other “third generation” packings. The research in 
this field is still in progress and new packing type of innovative shape are continuously 
marketed. 
To fully describe a packing element, its geometrical properties are commonly used. 
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Figure 6: Intalox metal tower packing (IMTP) (a); Plastic Cascade mini-ring (CMR) (b); Metal Nutter 
ring (c); Metal Raschig Super-Ring (d) [10] 
A list of the most widespread geometric characteristics of random packings is presented in 
the following: 
 Nominal size of the packing dP; 
 
 Degree of voids offered to the fluid flows ε, defined as the ratio of volume free for the 
fluids divided by the packing volume: 
ε =
VC − VP
VP
     [1] 
This parameter provides an indication about the capacity of the packing; higher is this 
value higher is the space inside the packing bed free for the passage of the fluids; 
 
 Packing surface area aP defined as the geometrical surface area offered by one cubic 
meter of packing (using SI units): 
ap =  
SP
VP
     [2] 
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This factor is a rough estimation of the packing efficiency: the higher this value is, the 
higher is the surface area available for the liquid to wet the packing and higher is the 
expected rate of the mass-transfer. To obtain a higher aP it is necessary to decrease the 
packing element’s size dP; 
 
 Packing factor FP, first introduced by Lobo [16] and then adopted by various authors 
and several manufacturers. Packing factor is determined experimentally, usually from 
pressure drop measurements. Its application requires attention because FP value 
depends on the correlation used for pressure drop evaluation. Different textbooks 
show different FP values for the same packing type. Basically it provides information 
about the capacity of the packing: lower is this value, higher is the capacity. To increase 
the capacity is sufficient increasing packing element’s size dP. 
These properties, usually provided by the manufacturer, enable the designer to compare 
different packings and to choose the proper one for the service. Table 1 presents a short 
collection of data for common random packings. From the previous remarks it is impossible, 
only modifying dP, to increase the efficiency and the capacity of the packing at the same time. 
The aim that motivates the development of new packing types is the achievement of the 
maximum efficiency: increasing the surface area without reducing excessively the capacity. 
Table 1: Geometric properties of common random packings [17] 
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Structured packings were studied for the first time in the 1940s; Panapak packing was the 
first example [11]. Multiple metal layers were corrugated and assembled in such a manner to 
form a honeycomb-like structure. It was essentially used in vacuum distillation column, taking 
advantage of the low pressure drop through its section. Nevertheless, its commercial success 
was limited to few, specific application and nowadays Panapak is not used anymore. The 
“second generation” was developed in the late 1950s and produced wire mesh packings; one 
of the most popular, among the others, was Sulzer wire gauze packing. Figure 7 shows an 
element of type BX, characterized by an inclination of 60° to the horizontal. It consists of 
parallel, perforated, corrugated sheets, produced from fine diameter wires. 
 
Figure 7: Sulzer wire gauze packing, type BX [18] 
These structured packings found application in various field such as for vacuum operation 
and small-diameter column. The corrugated-sheet packings, first introduced by Sulzer in the 
late 1970s, started the “third generation” of structured packings. One of the most important 
factors for the establishment of this third generation was a remarkable cost reduction without 
performances drop. These corrugated-sheet packings became, in a short while, competitive 
with random packings as well in revamps as in new installations. The basic elements are thin, 
crimped metal sheets arranged in parallel way to each other with a fixed inclination to the 
horizontal to allow the drainage of the liquid. Mellapak, developed by Sulzer, and Flexipac, 
developed by Koch-Glitsch, are probably the most famous families of structured packings. 
Several different types with particular crimp geometry and surface modifications are 
available. 
The smallest geometric element recognizable in the packing is a triangle, as reported in Figure 
8. It Is used by the manufactures to classify the packing type. 
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Figure 8: Crimp geometry in structured packings: triangular cross section (a) and sheets arrangement 
(b) [10] 
To characterize the packing, the following parameters are used: the base b; the side S and the 
height H of the tringle. Another parameter is the so-called “crimple angle”, defined as the 
angle between the base and the side of the triangle. The smaller these parameters are the 
smaller is the dimension of the flow channel and, in turn, the free space for fluids’ passage. 
The choice of these parameters affects efficiency and capacity of the packing: low values of b, 
S and H lead to higher efficiency but lower capacity and vice versa. Surface modifications such 
as smooth, textured, grooved surface with or without holes were adopted to maximize 
packing performances. These packings are built in modules of 200-300 mm. To spread gas 
and liquid effectively, is necessary to rotate each element of 90° in respect to each other. In 
Figure 9 two different types of a laboratory-scale Mellapak is shown: with smooth and fluted 
surface. 
 
Figure 9: Mellapak structured packings: smooth (a); fluted (b) 
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Table 2 collects a list of common structured packings with the main geometric properties. 
Table 2: Geometric properties of common structured packings [10] 
 
 
2.1.2 FLUID DYNAMIC PARAMETERS 
2.1.2.1 Pressure drop estimation 
The operation of a packed column for absorption or distillation processes implies the 
development of a two-phase flow of liquid (downward) and gas (upward) through the packed 
bed. To describe it, pressure drops of gas are experimental determined along the packed bed. 
Figure 10 presents a schematic logarithmic plot of the pressure drop in packed columns 
varying the gas velocity. Line A is referred to a dry packed bed: in this case only the gas flow is 
fed to the column and the pressure drop can be well described by the following equation: 
∆P = C ∙ ρG ∙ uS,G
2     [3] 
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Figure 10: Schematic plot of pressure drop 
against gas velocity [19] 
 
Figure 11: Experimental pressure drop plot for 
Intalox saddles [20] 
This expression shows the same form of Kozeny’s equation for turbulent gas flow in packed 
beds. The constant C represents the summation of the effects of packing shape factor FP, bed 
void fraction ε, and size of the packing dP. For random packings, this pressure drops are due to 
expansions, contractions and changes of flow direction while in structured packings mainly to 
changes in flow direction. The gas velocity uS,G is defined as the ratio of the volumetric gas 
flow rate GV divided by the cross section of the column Ac. 
uS,G =
GV
AC
     [4] 
After irrigation of the packed bed with a liquid flow rate (line C) the pressure drop will 
increase compared to the dry packed bed; the curves are shifted to the left. It is caused by a 
decrease of free cross section area available for the passage of the gas phase that, in turn, 
leads to an increase of the effective gas velocity in the column. However, the curves share the 
same slope of dry packing’s one for relative low increase of the gas flow. Then the curves 
present an increase of their slope as the gas flow rate is gradually increased (portion XY) due 
to a significant interaction between gas and liquid. A part of the energy belonging to the gas is 
used to hold the liquid in the packing by means of shear forces. The point at which loading of 
the liquid starts is defined as “loading point” (point X in Figure 10). With increasing gas flow 
rate, the liquid accumulates in the packing until locally the entire cross section area of the 
column is flooded. It leads to the so-called “flooding point”, characterized by a new raise of the 
pressure drop. This point (point Y in Figure 10) represents the ultimate hydraulic capacity of  
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the column. Alternatively, a phase inversion could take place, leading to an operation similar 
to bubble columns in which the continuous phase is the gas phase. In real experiments these 
points and these regions are not so distinct and their determination could be quite hard; 
Figure 11 presents an experimental plot of the pressure drop for Intalox saddles. 
In the literature different definition of the flooding point are provided by different authors 
[10]; the most commonly used are following listed. 
 Appearance of liquid on top of the bed; 
 
 Excessive entrainment; 
 
 Sharp rise in pressure drop; 
 
 Steep rise in liquid holdup. 
An univocal definition does not still exist even though the most accepted one seems to go back 
to Fair and Bravo: “a region of rapidly increasing pressure drop with simultaneous loss of 
mass transfer efficiency” [21]. Furthermore, these definitions describe a fully developed 
flooding, while experimental data are usually collected for incipient flooding. Strigle 
demonstrated experimentally that both of the above phenomena occur at substantially the 
same gas rates in a bed of random dumped packings [22]. The prediction of the flooding point 
has a tremendous importance in packed column design and particularly in order to determine 
the diameter of the column DC and in turn the packing element size dP. As underlined by 
Mackowiak in his monograph [2], three classes of methods were developed. 
 Graphic method based on capacity diagrams; 
 
 Empirical methods in which the influences of fluid properties are expressed by means 
of dimensionless numbers; 
 
 Others, based on model for tube flow. 
The most common method uses the universal correlation first developed by Sherwood [3] and 
latest modified and published by Strigle [22], called GPDC (Generalized Pressure Drop Chart). 
It is presented in a graphical form and different plots are available for random and structured 
packings. In Figure 12 the chart for random packings is shown. The abscissa contains the flow 
parameter that depends on the liquid and gas molar flow rate LM and GM and the gas and liquid 
mass density ρG and ρL. The ordinate presents CS, known as C-factor, that represents the 
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superficial gas velocity uS,G corrected with the density of gas and liquid phase, the packing 
factor FP and the cinematic viscosity νL of the liquid. A common design criterion sets the 
optimal operating point 70-80% of flooding point velocity, as suggested by Kister [11]. 
 
Figure 12: Strigle's GPDC chart for random packings [22] 
 
2.1.2.2 Liquid hold-up 
Liquid hold-up hL is defined as the ratio between the volume of the packed bed occupied by 
liquid VL divided by the whole volume of the packing VP, as in equation 5: 
hL =
VL
VP
     [5] 
Liquid hold-up is a macroscopic quantity extensively studied starting from the 1930s [3], [4]. 
The typical experimental apparatus consists of a basket placed under the bottom of the 
column in order to collect the liquid contained in the packed bed after stopping the feed into 
the column. The total liquid hold-up is divided into two parts: static hold-up hL,st and dynamic 
hold-up hL,d. 
hL =
VL
VC
=
VL,st + VL,d
VC
= hL,st + hL,d     [6] 
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Static hold-up hL,st is defined as the volume of liquid that remains in the packed bed after 
stopping the feed to the column and its drainage for a sufficient long time. It is due to capillary 
forces acting at contact points of the packing elements. A proper design of the packing shape 
should minimize this effect avoiding the formation of trap zones. The maximum value of static 
hold-up is reached when the superficial liquid velocity uS,L tends to zero. Superficial liquid 
velocity uS,L is defined as the ratio between liquid volumetric flow rate divided by the column 
cross section area: 
uS,L =
LV
AC
     [7] 
Basically, the value of the static hold-up depends on liquid properties and on the surface 
texture of the packing [23]. Dynamic hold-up hL,d is defined as the liquid that continuously 
moves through the packing and rapidly is replaced by new liquid from above [24]. It is 
measured draining the packed bed after gas and liquid flow are switched off and the liquid is 
collected. This is the quantity usually experimentally determined by means of the apparatus 
already described. 
 
Figure 13: Liquid hold-up for air-water system at room conditions for different packings [2] 
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Dynamic hold-up and, in turn, total liquid hold-up depends on the superficial liquid velocity: 
higher is uS,L, higher is hL, as reported in Figure 13. The ordinate of these plots is the gas 
capacity factor FG, also called F-factor, defined as: 
FG = uS,G√ρG     [7] 
The experimental system used for these plots is air/water at room condition; the column 
height and the packing tested are reported for each diagram [2]. The liquid hold-up is almost 
constant as far as the loading point is reached. In the loading region an increase of the gas 
flow rate causes an increase of hold-up [4]. Other factors that affect liquid hold-up are: 
packing size and liquid properties (i.e. density, viscosity, surface tension), mainly in laminar 
regime. In turbulent regime, for values of Reynolds number higher than 1, the only significant 
factor beyond liquid flow rate is the packing size. Reynold number is defined as: 
ReL =
ρL ∙ uS,L
aP ∙ µL
     [8] 
The bigger the packing elements are, the lower is the liquid hold-up inside the column. An 
example of correlation, proposed by Berner and Kalis [25], is shown below: 
hL = 0,34 ∙ aP
1
3 ∙ uS,L
2
3     [9] 
In laminar regime, for values of ReL minor than 1, the model of Nusselt [26] allows the 
determination of the liquid film thickness δL, originally developed for a vertical tube. 
δL =
3 ∙ µL ∙ uS,L
ρL ∙ g ∙ aP
     [10] 
The hold-up is then defined as the product of the mean value of δL multiplied by the packing 
surface area aP: 
hL = δL ∙ aP = 0,67 ∙ aP
2
3 ∙ (υL ∙ uS,L)
1
3     [11] 
This equation, in which the dependences on density and viscosity are taken into account, was 
developed for ceramic Raschig rings [25]. As suggested by Mackowiak [2], there is no 
evidence of the possibility to apply this theory to new generation packings. The morphology 
of the fluid that wets the packing as a film is an essential hypothesis on which the model is 
based. The author verified these correlations with an experimental campaign and showed 
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that, after a correction of the constants’ values, their accuracy equals to ±20-25%. The 
correlation presented above can be used only below the liquid loading point: the influence of 
the gas is not considered. 
 
2.1.2.3 Flow morphology 
In a packed bed in which a two-phase flow is realized different flow regimes have been 
observed and studied: i.e. trickling, pulsing, bubble [27]. The most common one in practice for 
packed columns is trickling flow that occurs at moderate liquid and gas flow rates. In this 
regime, the liquid flows down along the bed from particle to particle on the surfaces of the 
random packing elements while the gas travels in the interstitial void space. 
 
Figure 14: Liquid flow features for trickling regime in packed beds [28] 
In the trickling regime, liquid hold-up consists of these following structures [28]: 
 Films; 
 
 Rivulets; 
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 Pendular structures; 
 
 Liquid pockets; 
 
 Filaments. 
A film is a thin layer of liquid that covers the particle evenly. A rivulet is a liquid stream 
flowing over the surface of a particle. It can result from the splitting of a liquid film on the 
surface of a particle. The width of a rivulet is usually bigger than of a film. While films and 
rivulets concerns one single particle, the other flow features involve a group of particles, as 
illustrated in Figure 14 in case of spheres of equal size. The presence of liquid pockets and 
pendular structures is due to capillary force. The shape of a liquid pocket is random and 
depends on the configuration of the packing at a given location within the bed. Filaments are 
liquid streams that flow down the bed in the channels between the particles. The relative 
amounts of these features vary with the gas and liquid flow rates, fluid properties, kind of 
distributors used, and the size and shape of the packing [28]. A fraction of the packing surface 
remains not wetted by both films and rivulets but the phenomenon is more severe in presence 
of rivulets. 
For packed columns equipped with random packings, different models were developed to 
describe the liquid flow along the packed bed. In a first moment, a random walk of the liquid 
over the surface of the packed bed was theorized. Then Porter developed a new model based 
on rivulet flow that included other contributions [29]. 
 
Figure 15: CFD simulation results of liquid flowing on structured packing's surface [30] 
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Recent investigations with modern experimental techniques via CT [1] or CFD simulation [30] 
proved the existence of these different flow features. Figure 15 presents the results for a CFD 
simulation of liquid flowing on the surface of a structured packing. 
 
2.1.2.4 Wetted Area 
The area of the packing effectively covered by the liquid is called wetted area aW. The surface 
area not wetted, also called dry area, does not contribute to the mass-transfer between the 
two phases. The goal of the packing shape design is to maximize the packing performance by 
reducing the dry fraction of aP. The first way to improve the ratio between aW and aP is an 
effective design of the packing element’s shape and dimension. The experimental 
determination of the wetted area can only be made by means of indirect methods that involve 
mass-transfer processes. 
 
2.1.2.5 Mass-transfer Area 
The mass-transfer area aE, also called interfacial or effective area, is defined as the contact 
area between liquid and gas. Several definitions are present in literature; basically, it is the 
area, requested by the mass-transfer correlations, where the transfer of a component from 
one phase to the other one takes place. The mass-transfer area can be measured by physical 
methods (i.e. electro resistivity, light transmission, reflection techniques) [31], but mostly it is 
determined by mass-transfer measurements in presence of a fast chemical reaction, 
controlling the absorption process [32]. 
Wetted area is highly linked to mass-transfer area even though is not the same quantity. First 
of all, wetted surface includes liquid surface area in dead zones in which the liquid is stagnant 
and is not renewal. Furthermore, the surface of suspended and falling droplets, ripples in the 
liquid film, film falling on the column’s wall and gas inside the liquid puddles are part of mass-
transfer area and not of wetted area [33]. Despite these relevant differences, both the wetted 
area and the effective mass-transfer area are often applied in interchangeable way in different 
correlations. As underlined by Wang [31], especially two aspects are lacking of concern: 
 The influence of the gas flow was considered not influent below the flooding point [34] 
in early researches. Nevertheless, other recent investigations (i.e. Bravo and Fair [33]) 
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showed the importance of gas flow and Xu introduced the Reynolds number for gas 
phase into the correlation for the evaluation of the mass-transfer area [35]; 
 
 The influence of different physical properties such as liquid viscosity and surface 
tension on the mass-transfer area. Nakajima investigated the effects of the liquid 
viscosity on random packings [36], whereas no researches were led to evaluate the 
unique effect of the surface tension. 
 
2.1.3 MASS-TRANSFER THEORIES AND PACKING HEIGHT DETERMINATION 
2.1.3.1 Mass-transfer theories 
Mass-transfer of a component between gas and liquid phase is traditionally described by 
means of two theories: 
 Two-film theory (Whitman, 1923); 
 
 Penetration theory (Higbie, 1935). 
Two-film theory [37] states that diffusion of a component from one phase to the other one 
through an interface is a steady state process. Gas and liquid are in equilibrium at the 
interface and their concentrations are constant in the bulk. The gradient is concentrated in 
two films on both sides of the interface. A sketch is provided in Figure 16. 
 
Figure 16: Two-film theory illustration [10] 
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The mass transfer, for sufficient dilute systems, is well described by Fick’s first law: 
NA
′ = kG ∙ (P − Pi) = kL ∙ (cM,i − cM)     [12] 
In this expression kG and kL are the mass-transfer coefficients on gas and liquid side, 
respectively, NA’ is the mass flux of component A per cross section, P and Pi the partial 
pressure of component A in the bulk and at the interface, cM,i and cM the molar concentration 
of component A at the interface and in the bulk. 
Penetration theory [38] affirms that diffusion of a component from one phase to the other one 
is an unsteady process. The molecules of the solute are in a constant random motion. When 
some clusters of these molecules arrive at the interface, they remain for a fixed period of time 
and some of them penetrate in the other phase. The rest mixes back into the bulk of the phase 
(Figure 17). The Fick’s second law describes this unsteady process by means of the 
differential equation reported in the following (with the proper initial condition and 
boundary conditions): 
∂cM
∂t
= DA ∙
∂cM
2
∂x2
     [13] 
This theory is more complex than the other but it is preferred for the description of liquid 
mass-transfer coefficient in absorption with chemical reaction. However, none of these 
theoretical models has proved adequate for making a priori predictions of mass-transfer rates 
in packed columns [10]. 
 
Figure 17: Penetration theory illustration [38] 
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2.1.3.2 Packing Height determination 
In the design of a packed column two important parameters must be determined: the 
diameter of the column dC and the height of the packed bed ZC. While the selection of the 
column diameter depends on the capacity of the column, as described in the previous 
paragraph, the height of the packing is affected by the rate at which the mass-transfer takes 
place. Two methods are employed, as schematically summarized in Figure 18: 
 HTU analysis (Height of transfer unit), commonly used in absorption or stripping 
processes; 
 
 HETP method (Height of equivalent theoretical plate), preferred in the design of 
distillation columns. 
 
Figure 18: Schematic design procedure for a packed column 
HTU analysis is based on a mass balance over an infinite section of the bed height. The flux of 
the component A, in hypothesis of dilute condition, is equal to the variation of molar fraction 
in gas phase dyM multiplied the molar gas flow rate GM: 
NA = −d(GM ∙ yM) = −dGM ∙ yM − GM ∙ dyM ≅ −GM ∙ dyM     [14] 
The molar flux of component A multiplied per the cross AC can be described in terms of 
driving force (yM – yM,i) and of the gas coefficient of transport ky: 
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NA = NA
′ ∙ AC = ky ∙ (yM − yM,i) ∙ aE ∙ AC ∙ dZ     [15] 
Developing the expression above after integration (assuming straight equilibrium line): 
ZC =
yM,1 − yM,2
(yM − yM,i)ml 
∙ ∫ (
GM
Ky ∙ aE ∙ AC
) dy
yM,1
yM,2
= NTUG ∙ HTUG     [16] 
In the expression of HTUG it is present the overall gas coefficient of transport Ky that depends 
on both the gas side coefficient kx and the liquid side coefficient ky, as shown in the expression 
below where m represents the local slope of the equilibrium curve for the system: 
1
Ky
=
1
ky
+
m
kx
     [17] 
It is clear that, to predict in a precise way the height of the packed column, a key role is played 
by the product between the overall gas coefficient of transport Ky and the mass-transfer area 
aE. The coefficients are usually calculated by means of specific correlations developed for 
specific types of packing and within a certain range of operating conditions. 
HETP method was introduced to enable a direct comparison between tray column and packed 
column performance. In stepwise equipment, i.e. a tray column, HETP is easily the distance 
between two trays, divided by the overall efficiency of the column. In a continuous device 
HETP is defined as the height of packing necessary to achieve the same degree of separation 
of a theoretical stage in a tray column. The height of the packed bed is defined as: 
ZC = N
∗ ∙ HETP     [18] 
Despite the importance of this parameter, no method exists for the HETP prediction with a 
high degree of confidence. Usually three approaches are followed: mass-transfer models, rules 
of thumb, available data interpolation. Mass-transfer models evaluate HTU value by means of 
specific correlations. Then the following relation between HTUG and HETP is applied. 
HETP = HTUG ∙
lnλ
(λ − 1)
     [19] 
Equation 19 has been developed for binary mixture separations for cases where the operating 
line and the equilibrium line are straight. Thus, when the lines are curved, the equations 
should be used for sections of the column where linearity can be assumed. If the equilibrium 
line and the operating line have the same slope, HETP equals to HTUG and N* equals to NTUG. 
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A typical diagram of efficiency for a packed column is presented in Figure 19; it is evident that 
HETP depends on the selected operating conditions (liquid and gas velocity). Closer the 
operating point is to the flooding point, lower is the requested HETP for a specific mass-
transfer operation. 
 
Figure 19: Typical curve trend of HETP against gas or liquid velocity [10] 
 
2.1.3.3 Experimental evaluation of wetted and mass-transfer area 
The evaluation of mass-transfer coefficients Kx or Ky and of the mass-transfer area aE is 
necessary for the estimation of the packing height, as shown in Figure 18. Experimentally, it is 
only possible to evaluate the volumetric mass-transfer coefficients (Kx·aE) or (Ky·aE) and not 
the individual parameters. The possibility of an independent evaluation of the mass-transfer 
area could enable an easier evaluation of the mass-transfer coefficients. 
 
Figure 20: Shulman procedure to determine mass-transfer area 
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Usually, techniques are based on the volumetric mass-transfer evaluation in packed columns 
in such conditions that allows to neglect the resistance offered by the gas or liquid side. Then 
the overall coefficient is considered equal to the computed liquid or gas side coefficient. 
Shulman et al. [39] attempted to split the mass-transfer coefficient from the mass-transfer 
area using naphthalene-made Raschig rings and Berl saddles packed in the middle of a column 
equipped with other two sections of ceramic rings and saddles, respectively. The procedure 
for mass-transfer area and wetter area is reported in Figure 20 and Figure 21, respectively. 
 
Figure 21: Shulman procedure to determine wetted area 
Other techniques involve the calculation of mass-transfer area studying an absorption process 
with a fast chemical reaction, as firstly proposed by Danckwerts [32]. Henriques de Brito [40] 
proposed a system with air, carbon dioxide / caustic solution in which a chemical absorption 
takes place. Assuming a negligible gas phase resistance and an irreversible and pseudo-first 
order reaction, the mass-transfer area can be deducted known the volumetric gas mass-
transfer coefficient (Ky·aE) from other data published or experimental evaluations. 
The first and still widely used correlations for mass-transfer area were developed by Onda et 
al. [41] assuming equals the wetted surface on the packing elements and the effective gas-
liquid interface. On the basis of the above assumption, dividing volumetric mass-transfer-
coefficient data for gas absorption/desorption and vaporization available in the literature by 
effective gas-liquid interface, they proposed empirical equations of the gas and liquid side 
mass-transfer coefficients. Equation 20 allows the estimation of the wetted area. 
aW
aP
= 1 − exp [−1.45 ∙ (
σC
σL
)
0.75
∙ ReL
0.1 ∙ FrL
−0.05 ∙ WeL
0.2]     [20] 
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ReL =
ρL ∙ uS,L 
aP ∙ µL
;      FrL =
µL
2 ∙ aP
g
;      WeL =
ρL ∙ uS,L
2  
σL ∙ aP
     [21] 
Billet and Schultes [42] developed an advanced empirical / theoretical model to calculate the 
mass-transfer coefficients in gas / liquid countercurrent columns, filled with either random or 
structured packings, in the entire loading range. The model assumes that the effective free 
space of the packing is equivalent to a multiplicity of vertical flow channels, where the liquid 
trickles downward along the wall and the gas flows upward in a countercurrent way. Both 
expressions for the gas and liquid mass-transfer coefficients were developed from the original 
penetration theory. These equations require, besides the operating conditions, the theoretical 
liquid hold-up value and two packing-specific constants accounting for shape, material, size of 
the packing. Consequently, it can only be used for already investigated packing kinds. The 
authors also developed the following correlation for the prediction of the mass-transfer area: 
aE
aP
= 1.5 ∙ (aP ∙ dh)
−0.5 ∙ (
uS,L
2 ∙ ρL ∙ dh
σL
)
0.75
∙ (
uS,L
2
g ∙ dh
)
−0.45
∙ (
ρL ∙ uS,L ∙ dh
µL
)
−0.2
     [22] 
In the presented correlation, two parameters describe the geometry of the random packing: 
the packing surface area aP and the hydraulic diameter dh. The latter can be calculated starting 
from other geometric parameters that are the packing surface area aP and the void degree ε. 
 
2.1.4 LIQUID MALDISTRIBUTION IN RANDOM PACKINGS 
2.1.4.1 Effect on HETP 
 
Figure 22: HETP variation for 25 mm random packings for different systems [43] 
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A good comprehension about the liquid distribution through a packed bed is fundamental to 
design a packed column in an effective way. 
Hoek [43] reported for 25 mm packings a 2-3 times variation in the HETP, as shown in Figure 
22. The main reason for the large variations in HETP (even 50-75% decrease in packing 
performance) is generally believed to be the non-uniformity of liquid distribution in packed 
columns [44]. 
 
2.1.4.2 Main causes 
The causes of liquid maldistribution are various; a list is presented in the following: 
 Non even distribution of random packings inside the bed; 
 
 Inadequate design of the packing type and size in relation to the column size; 
 
 Non proper design of internals i.e. liquid or gas distributor; 
 
 Poor initial distribution. 
For random packings, the bed has an inherent random character that leads to a random 
distribution of the packing area in each cross section of the column. It is undisputed that, in 
turn, the distribution of liquid is uneven and it is strongly influenced by the distribution of the 
packing area. This effect, called “small scale” maldistribution, was observed by Hoek [43] with 
an experimental set-up that allowed the author to analyze the maldistribution on the same 
scale of the packing size. The “small scale” maldistribution is practically impossible to avoid. 
Moreover, an insufficient diameter of the packing elements compared to the diameter of the 
column lead to liquid maldistribution problems and in particular an accumulation of the fluid 
on the column wall; for small column, a minimum value of ten of the ratio between dC and dP 
was suggested by different authors [11] to minimize its relevance. It is also recommended to 
avoid too high ratios because the positive effect of the radial mixing could be limited (section 
2.1.4.3 for further explanation). 
The design of internals has a relevant importance on liquid maldistribution, especially 
considering the liquid distributor. Almost all researches about liquid maldistribution were 
conducted with a custom-designed liquid distributor, able to irrigate the column in specific 
areas of the packing with a specific drip point density. Ter Veer et al. [45] showed for a 
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stripping column equipped with Raschig rings that exists a minimum number of distribution 
points of liquid per square meter of cross sectional area in order to reach an ideal operation. If 
this value is not respected, a loss of efficiency will take place. These errors in the packing 
design or in the choice of the internals like distributors lead to the so-called “large-scale” 
maldistribution, much more severe and harmful for the column performances. Figure 23 
presents an example for an air-water system operating in a packed column equipped with 
random packings. Curve A is obtained with the highest drip point density, curve E with the 
lowest; the difference in HETP values is significant. 
 
Figure 23: HETP plotted against packing depth at different drip point densities [46] 
Albright [47] presented the concept of natural flow distribution for random packings. 
According to this assumption, an initial distribution that is better than the natural one will 
quickly degrade to it. Conversely, a poor initial liquid distribution will ultimately improve to 
the natural flow pattern after a certain packed bed height, though sometimes at a very low 
liquid flow rate. The required height to obtain the natural flow pattern depends on the type 
and size of the packing, the random structure of the packed beds, the design of the liquid 
distributor and the flow rates of process fluids. A poor initial distribution causes an increase 
of the necessary height, even of factors of two. 
 
2.1.4.3 Liquid maldistribution effects 
Some common effects that describe the drop of efficiency due to liquid maldistribution in 
packed columns are listed below: 
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 Presence of wall flow; 
 
 Liquid non-uniformity on the packing. 
Liquid non-uniformity on the packing has been observed since the 1930s by different authors. 
Baker [48] measured the liquid distribution by collecting the liquid at the bottom of the 
column using a support plate that divided the column cross section in four concentric rings. 
He found that the bigger amount of liquid was collected in the outer rings, underlining the 
presence of the wall flow. The effect was more severe as the ratio between column size and 
packing size became lower. Figure 24 reports the wall flow’s fraction for different random 
packings at different liquid loads. Considering the same type of random packing, bigger is the 
size of the packing element, higher is measured wall flow. For column with a higher diameter 
of the column, the importance of the wall flow is lower. 
 
Figure 24: Wall flow fraction at different distances from the top of the packed bed [43] 
The liquid non-uniformity on the packing, previously discussed, is more severe for packing 
elements of high dimensions. A competitive mechanism is the radial mixing, due to the gas 
and liquid flow sideways around each packing element. It can usually be model used the 
random walk theory. The effect of the radial mixing is to mitigate the liquid non-uniformity. It 
was showed by different authors that its effect is more effective in small diameter column 
[43]. 
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2.2 Computed Tomography 
2.2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Computed tomography (CT) is a radiographic method that provides an ideal examination 
technique whenever the primary goal is to locate and size planar and volumetric details in 
three dimensions [49]. The fundamental difference between CT and conventional radiography 
is shown in Figure 25. In conventional radiography, information on the slice plane “P” is 
projected into a single line, “A-A”; with CT the image preserves the full spatial information. 
 
Figure 25: Difference between common radiography and CT image [49] 
Other methods belonging to the category of process tomography are gamma-ray tomography, 
ultrasonic tomography, electrical capacitance tomography (ECT), electrical resistance 
tomography (ERT), electrical inductance tomography (EIT) and nuclear magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) [50]. These techniques are non-invasive (no sensors are placed inside the body 
to scan) and non-intrusive (the measurement does not interfere with the body and, in case of 
fluid, with its fluid dynamic behavior). These features make them suitable for various 
applications: at the beginning in medical field for disease’s diagnosis, later also in industrial 
applications. A brief historical overview about the CT development includes the following 
steps: the discovery of a new type of radiation, named X-rays, (Rötgen, 1895), the solution of 
the inverse problem of reconstruction (Radon, 1917), the first mathematical implementation 
for tomographic reconstruction (Cormack, 1963), the first successful practical 
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implementation of the theory (Hounsfield, 1973), the set-up of the first whole body scanner 
with a fan-beam system (1975) [51]. 
 
2.2.2 OPERATION PRINCIPLE 
The operation principle of CT is based on the interaction between X-rays and matter, 
described in the paragraph 2.2.3. The intensity of the radiation after the incident X-rays beam 
has passed through the test object is calculated by means of a detector. The main components 
of a CT system are described in the paragraph 2.2.4. The set of projections (the integral values 
of the radiation intensity reduction along a path) are collected from a sufficient number of 
views, depending on the geometry of the system, and recorded. The final image is a pictorial 
representation of the attenuation coefficient spatial distribution along the cross section. This 
quantity is dependent on the incident radiation (X-ray energy) and on the material. 
Specifically, it is proportional to the density and atom size of the material; therefore, a spatial 
distribution of the attenuation coefficient identifies which materials the object consists of. 
 
Figure 26: Conceptual scheme of the steps to obtain the final reconstructed image [52] 
The problem to figure out is how to obtain a spatial distribution from measurements of the 
function’s integral along spatial coordinates, in other words how to use the projections to 
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reconstruct the images. From a mathematical point of view this means to calculate the spatial 
distribution of a function in two variables from a known set of line integral values along 
different trajectories. Radon [53] demonstrated that this problem has an unique solution 
under some constraints, as summarized in the paragraph 2.2.5. A conceptual scheme of the 
whole procedure described is presented Figure 26. 
 
2.2.3 X-RAYS - MATTER INTERACTION 
CT operation and measurements are based on the interaction between X-rays and matter. X-
rays are a natural form of electromagnetic radiation; in the electromagnetic spectrum it is 
placed between ultraviolet-rays and gamma-rays. X-rays are characterized by a wavelength 
range equals to 0,01 nm - 10 nm. Basically X-rays, emitted from a source and characterized by 
typical wavelengths range and radiation intensity I (proportional to the number of photons), 
pass through the sample object. As a result of the interaction between X-rays and the matter, 
X-rays undergoes a loss of intensity. 
All physical mechanisms that lead to the radiation intensity attenuation are usually described 
with a unique parameter, the attenuation coefficient µ, according to the Lambert-Beer’s law 
[54]. In the easiest case of homogeneous material and monochromatic incident radiation, the 
equation can be integrated leading to the following simplified form: 
I
Io
= e−μ∙L
′
     [23] 
In equation 23 Io is the intensity of the incident radiation while I the intensity after that X-rays 
have traversed a layer of object of thickness L’. The trend of the ratio between I and Io is 
exponential decreasing. In case of nonhomogeneous material, the attenuation coefficient is no 
longer constant along the thickness and cannot be directly integrated. Moreover, in the case of 
polychromatic X-rays, the differential equation that describe the phenomenon has to be 
integrated also in the whole energy range, leading to the following form: 
I = ∫ Io ∙
E1
0
e− ∫ μ∙dL
L′
0  dE     [24] 
In equation 24, L is the spatial coordinate that properly describes the system geometry. The 
attenuation coefficient µ is a combination of a scattering coefficient µs and an absorption 
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coefficient α. The common physical mechanisms of interaction are presented in Table 3, with 
the indication of which part of the atom is involved and what is the effect of the interaction. 
Table 3: Common physical X-rays - matter interaction [49] 
PHYSICAL MECHANISM KIND OF INTERACTION EFFECT OF INTERACTION 
Rayleigh or Thomson 
scattering 
Atomic electrons or 
nucleons  
Elastic scattering 
Photoelectric absorption Atomic electrons Complete absorption 
Compton scattering Atomic electrons Inelastic scattering 
Pair production Electric field of atom Complete absorption 
 
For applications of interest, Figure 27 reports a diagram with the most relevant mechanisms 
as function of the atomic number of the absorber Z and the energy of X-ray beam. 
 
Figure 27: Dominant interaction mechanisms as function of absorber atomic number Z and X-rays 
energy [49] 
Photoelectric absorption takes place when an incident X-ray interacts with the whole atom 
and it is completely absorbed. The energy of the incident photon is equal to the difference 
between the binding energy of electron and its kinetic energy. A photoelectron is produced 
and travels through the material. Absorption coefficient mainly depends on the atomic 
number Z, the density of the absorber ρ and on the wavelength of the incident radiation λ: 
α ∝ Z4 ∙ λ3 ∙ ρ     [25] 
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Compton scattering involves a weakly bound electron in the outer shell of the atom that 
interacts with the X-rays photon. The photon loses only a part of its energy and continues the 
travel through the matters. The probability of Compton scattering depends on the atom 
electron density and is significant at high energy and low value of Z. 
In the mechanism of pair production, the incident X-ray interacts with the strong electric field 
surrounding the atomic nucleus and ceases to exist. A couple of electron and a positron are 
originated. It is significant only at very high energy (above 1 MeV) [51]. 
Figure 28 is an illustration of the two principal interaction mechanisms: photoelectric 
absorption and Compton scattering. 
 
Figure 28: Photoelectric absorption (on the left); Compton scattering (on the right) [49] 
Summarizing, the attenuation coefficient µ depends basically on three parameters: 
wavelength λ of incident X-rays, density ρ and atomic number Z of the absorber. Therefore, an 
evaluation of the spatial distribution of this attenuation coefficient is directly related to a 
density distribution along the section of interest. 
 
2.2.4 HARDWARE: DESCRIPTION OF THE MAIN COMPONENTS 
A CT system consists of different basic components listed below; Figure 29 reports the 
interconnections between the single components. 
 X-ray source; 
 
 Detector; 
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 Gantry-System and Computer-System. 
 
Figure 29: Components of a CT system 
 
2.2.4.1 Source of X-rays 
The most employed X-rays sources are X-rays tubes and, secondly, linear accelerators; both of 
them provide a polychromatic radiation [51]. 
In X-rays tubes a cathode of proper material is heated up to 2400 K, temperature at which 
electrons has enough energy to escape from the atoms. An electric field between anode and 
cathode is applied so that the electrons are accelerated. The energy of the radiation is 
controlled by the voltage applied, the radiation intensity by the anode current. 
Linear accelerators are preferred when a high penetration’s capability is requested. 
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2.2.4.2 Detector 
Detectors, placed in front of the X-rays source, measure the radiation intensity after that X-
rays have passed through the scanned object. Two types are commonly used: gas ionization 
and scintillation counters [51]. 
Gas ionization detectors exploit the fact that X-rays are able to ionize gas. X-rays hit the gas 
(usually a noble gas i.e. xenon) that is contained in high pressure chambers, at which a high 
voltage electric field is applied. Ions and electrons are originated and attracted by the cathode 
and the anode, respectively. At these surfaces a recombination of free charges takes place. The 
produced current is measured and it is proportional at the radiation intensity I. 
Scintillation detectors take advantage of the capability of selected materials to emit visible 
radiation if exposed to X-rays. X-rays reach the scintillation medium, usually a ceramic 
material as cesium iodide (chemical formula CsI), and the intensity of the visible radiation is 
converted in an electric signal by photodiodes. 
A significant number of elements are placed side by side to create an array of detectors. 
 
2.2.4.3 Gantry-System and Computer-System 
The Gantry-System provides the relative movement between the X-rays source, the test object 
and the detector. The rapid evolution of different scanning assemblies, especially developed in 
medical field, led to four CT generations (Figure 30). 
The first generation is characterized by X-rays tubes that emit a pencil beam, selected by 
means of a proper collimator. On the opposite side a single detector is installed. The object is 
fixed and placed between source and detector. These rotate simultaneously around the object 
and translate in order to collect a complete set of measurements. The system is simple and 
flexible but at the same time highly time-consuming. The second generation uses a fan beam 
instead of the pencil beam; furthermore, this system provides an array of few tens detectors 
to reduce the scan’s time. The fan beam angle is small and it causes the necessity of a 
translation for source and detector. The most important improvement of the third generation 
is the widening of fan beam and therefore the possibility to avoid the translational movement. 
A complete set of measurements is collected as a result of rotation of source and detector in 
few seconds. In this CT system the array contains thousands of detecting units. In the fourth 
generation, CT system the array of detectors has a ring form and it is fixed; the only part in 
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movement is the source [49]. The evolution of CT system is ongoing and other new 
improvements are developed in the last years; one example is the spiral geometry originally 
designed by Kalender [55]. 
 
Figure 30: Different CT generations: first (a); second (b); third (c); fourth (d) [51] 
The computer system provides the interface to the operator by means of a specific software, 
controls the mechanical scanning assembly, generally an electric motor, performs the image 
processing, supplies the space to store data. 
 
2.2.5 IMAGES RECONSTRUCTION 
The first step of the reconstruction process is the measurement and recording of the value of 
attenuated radiation intensities for different views; a set of measurements for a single angle is 
called projection [56]. In the case of parallel beam geometry (Figure 31), used in early CT 
systems, projections are described by an angle θ and a linear coordinate r. In case of a fan 
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beam geometry, the projections are described by another couple of coordinate but the 
procedure is similar. 
 
Figure 31: Projection measurements for parallel beam geometry [57] 
More specifically, for parallel beam geometry, the projection is the line integral along s of the 
attenuation coefficient µ, that is a function of the spatial coordinate in two dimensions x, y: 
p(θ, r) = ln [
I(θ, r)
I0
] =  − ∫ µ(x, y) ds     [26] 
A sinogram is the result of displaying transmission data as an image, where the axes are 
respectively θ and r or another couple of coordinate according to the geometry. 
The final goal is the evaluation of the spatial distribution of the attenuation coefficient using 
the projections data directly measured. Radon [53] established that, if the set of line integrals 
of a function, which is finite over some region of interest and zero outside, is known for all X-
rays’ paths through the region, then the values of the function over that region will be 
uniquely determined. 
The “Radon transform” is represented in the equation 27. In this expression, the attenuation 
coefficient is the function and the projections are the integral transform of the function itself. 
p(θ, r) = ∬ µ(x, y) ⋅ δ(x ⋅ cosθ + y ⋅ sinθ − s) dx dy
+∞
−∞
    [27] 
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In equation 27, δ is the delta Dirac function and means that the integrand is zero everywhere 
apart from along the line considered. 
The author demonstrated the existence of an inverse transform for recovering a function from 
its “Radon transform”, providing an important existence theorem. Some important constraints 
have to be highlighted [49]. First of all, a minimum number of projections is necessary to 
obtain a reconstructed image. Higher is the background noise and the complexity of the shape, 
higher is the minimum number of projections that have to be used. Secondly, the value of the 
integrals should be known with high accuracy (tenths of unit) otherwise it was showed that 
the image is not an accurate representation of the original [57]. Lastly, the measured value of 
the projection has to be referred precisely to a reference system for the spatial coordinate. 
Several algorithms were developed for the solution of this problem and they can be classified 
in three classes: matrix inversion methods, finite series-expansion methods and transform 
methods. The latter is the most common used in commercial CT systems. In particular, back-
projection algorithms will be briefly explained [58]. 
The basic idea is smearing the values of the projections along the lines from which they were 
generated. This procedure is repeated for all the projections available and the numerical value 
of each is simply added to the others pixel by pixel. In this way the reconstructed image is 
obtained as presented in Figure 32 d. It is evident that this image, although is similar to the 
original one, is blurred. This is caused by the oversampling of the area around the object. 
Usually a so-called convolution function is employed to prevent this blurring phenomenon by 
adding a negative tail to the back-projection; equation 28 describes this operation. 
µ(x, y) = ∫ ∫ p(θ, r) ∙ G(r) ∙ dr ∙ dθ
+∞
−∞
π
0
     [28] 
G(r) is the previously described convolution function. If the operation is led in Fourier space, 
the algorithm is called filtered back-projection. 
Eventually, the output of the reconstruction algorithm is a digital image, made of pixels. As the 
resolution increases, the obtained image becomes closer to the real object that it represents. A 
discrete value representing the value of the linear attenuation function is assigned to each 
pixel, in such a way that CT images may also be interpreted as a two-dimensional array of 
intensities mapping the distribution of linear attenuation coefficients for the object. 
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Figure 32: Difference in image obtained for normal and back-projection algorithm [58] 
Typical format for CT images are gray-scale images with size equal to 8 or 16 bits. The bit size 
of an image is related to the possible number of gray-values in the image. For an 8-bit image, 
usually adopted in practical applications, pixel values vary from 0 to 255, with 0 
corresponding to black and 255 to white [59]. 
 
2.3 Previous investigations of packed columns using CT 
An overview of previous researches discussed is presented in Table 4; the list is not 
exhaustive but it represents a collection of some significant applications. 
The first proposal of application of CT technology to industrial processes can be found in the 
work of Mewes et al. [60]. The authors stated the potentiality of this technique for the 
evaluation of the flow field, temperature field and concentration field. It was also highlighted 
that a steady state condition should be reached before performing the evaluation, since the 
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time requested for a scan is finite. Furthermore, the mathematical basis for the reconstruction 
process was presented and discussed. 
Table 4: Overview of previous applications of CT to packed columns 
AUTHOR COLUMN TYPE PACKING 
TYPE 
CT TYPE 
(1) 
PHASES 
PRESENT 
VARIABLE 
MEASURED 
Lutran et 
al. [28] 
Trickle bed (6 x 6 
cm square 
column) 
glass spheres M 
Water and 
water-ethanol 
mixture 
Liquid distribution 
Kantzas 
[7] 
Trickle bed (4,5 
cm diameter) 
Glass beads M Water Liquid hold-up 
Toye et al. 
[61] 
Trickling filters 
(0,6 m diameter) 
Polypropylene 
Etapak 210 
CD - 3°  Water Liquid hold-up 
Toye et al. 
[5] 
Trickling filters 
(0,6 m diameter) 
Polypropylene 
Etapak 210 
CD - 3° Water 
Flow regime 
characteristics 
Toye et al. 
[62] 
Trickling filters 
(0,6 m diameter) 
Cascade Mini-
Ring 
CD - 3° Water Liquid hold-up 
Schmitz et 
al. [63] 
Packed column 
(0,2 m diameter) 
Spheres and 
Mellapak 250Y 
CD - 2° Water 
Liquid distribution; 
liquid hold-up 
Schmit et 
al. [64] 
Packed column 
(0,152 m 
diameter) 
Random and 
structured 
packing 
CD - 3° (2) Air - water 
Liquid distribution; 
liquid hold-up 
Green et 
al. [65] 
Packed column 
(0,152 m 
diameter) 
Structured 
packing 
CD - 3° Air - water 
Liquid hold-up; effective 
wetted area 
Toye et al. 
[66] 
Packed column 
(0,10 m diameter) 
Katapak-SP 12 CD - 3° Water 
Liquid distribution; 
liquid hold-up 
Aferka et 
al. [67] 
Packed column 
(0,10 m diameter) 
Katapak-SP 12 CD - 3° Air - water Mass-transfer area 
Janzen et 
al. [29] 
Packed column 
(0,10 m diameter) 
Mellapak 752Y CD - 3° 
Water - 
glycerine 
aqueous 
solutions 
Mass-transfer area; flow 
patterns quantitative 
characterization 
Janzen et 
al. [68] 
Packed column 
(0,08 m diameter) 
Structured 
packing 
Ultra-fast 
CD 
Air - water 
Dynamic liquid 
distribution and hold-up 
 
                                                          
1 M = Medical; CD = Custom-designed; the number in brackets indicates the generation of the CT 
system. 
2 Actually this is a pseudo-third generation CT system, further detail in the reference [64]. 
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Lutran et al. [28] investigated for the first time the liquid distribution in a trickling bed by 
means of a medical CT system. A 30 cm height Plexiglass column dumped with 3 and 6 mm 
glass spheres was used. In the experimental set-up the column was placed on the conveyor 
belt of the CT system. The experiments were performed at different liquid loads using water 
and a water-ethanol mixture, without gas load. The obtained images, vertical slices of the 
packed bed, were qualitatively analyzed to characterize the liquid flow pattern. The results, 
although the not high image resolution (almost 0,5 mm) and the limited height of the bed, 
confirmed the presence of the expected flow pattern. Starting from dry packed bed, rivulets 
dominated; in pre-wetted conditions film flow was prevalent with presence also of liquid 
pockets. In both cases an increase of liquid load led to an increase of the width of the 
structure. For 6 mm spheres, film flow was more common than rivulets. Furthermore, the 
authors stated that flow pattern depends on the flow history. 
Kantzas [7] improved the work of Lutran providing an algorithm for the quantitative 
evaluation of the liquid hold-up. A fourth generation medical CT scanner was used and 
experiments were conducted on a fluidized bed and a trickle bed containing glass / 
polyethylene beads with a nitrogen / water system. The author scanned the trickle bed in dry 
and fully liquid saturated conditions. Then the trickle bed was scanned during the normal 
operation in trickle flow regime. A linear model for the attenuation coefficients that were 
previously collected was applied to evaluate the liquid hold-up using the transmission data. 
Liquid distribution was not uniform despite the fact that the packing was uniform. The flow 
structures described by Lutran were recognizable. 
Toye and coworkers [61] [5] [62] employed a custom-designed third generation CT scanner 
to investigate liquid distribution and liquid hold-up in a packed column. The CT assembly 
allowed to obtain horizontal slices of the trickle bed scanning 0,8 m diameter and 2 m height 
objects. A first research was conducted on trickling filters [61]. First of all, a dry trickle bed 
was scanned; the morphology of Etapak 210 random polypropylene packings was clearly 
recognizable. An uneven distribution of the packing was observed. A quantitative evaluation 
of void fraction ε in the packing provided a value of 85%, considerably different from the 
value announced by the manufacturer. The authors explained this difference with the poor 
spatial resolution of the image, almost 1,7 mm, compared to the average thickness of the 
packing element. After a normalization procedure, the calculated value agreed with the 
theoretical one. Liquid hold-up was measured from the tomographic images after subtracting 
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the X-rays transmission data for the dry bed from that of the irrigated bed. The reconstruction 
algorithm used this new set of data. The liquid hold-up, calculated in this way, was in good 
agreement with dynamic hold-up measurements that were determined by other experimental 
techniques for the same system. In a successive article [5] the authors used the same 
experimental set-up to investigate various scale heterogeneities of the flow texture 
characterizing multiphase flow in packed columns. The liquid flow was mainly made of 
rivulets trickling on the surface of the packing elements. The authors also correlated the 
number of rivulets to the liquid load finding a direct proportionality for lower liquid loads and 
a lower increase for higher liquid loads, due to the coalescence of different rivulets in thicker 
ones. Toye’s group [62] also performed some experiments with so-called “phantoms”, objects 
of known shape and size. They dumped the propylene column with tennis balls to validate the 
CT imaging method. Analyzing the images obtained it was possible to observe object’s detail 
although the thickness of the tennis ball was lower than the spatial resolution of the image 
(0,88 mm); this effect is known in literature as “partial volume effect” [49]. Then experiments 
with Cascade Mini-Ring were performed to correlate the liquid hold-up with the liquid load. A 
power law function of the liquid superficial velocity fitted the experimental values with the 
exponent of 0.65 falling within the range of exponents found in existing correlations. In the 
researches previously cited the scan time of 2,5 minutes was considered acceptable assuming 
the high stability of the fluid flows. 
Similar results were obtained by Schmitz et al. [63] by means of a custom-built second 
generation CT scanner with a 0,4 mm image spatial resolution and 15 minutes time 
resolution. The experiments in a 200 mm diameter and 200 mm height glass column were 
conducted with water at different liquid loads without gas load. 10 mm diameter spheres and 
Mellapak 250Y were used as packing. A strong uneven liquid distribution was observed with 
zones of the packing completely dry. In structured packings the liquid was mainly present as 
film flow on the packing surface, showing a better distribution. Moreover, a local 
accumulation of water was observed in correspondence of points where two adjacent 
corrugated sheets were closer to each other. 
Schmit et al. [64] performed experiments on a packed column by means of a pseudo-third 
generation X-ray CT scanner with a capacity to scan 400 mm diameter and 600 mm height 
objects. The spatial resolution of the image was 0,1 mm and the time resolution 3-5 minutes. 
Firstly, void degree ε in a cross section of the packed bed was evaluated using the histogram 
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related to the section of interest after the image processing. The histogram showed the 
number of pixels for each gray-value; each gray-value corresponded approximately to a 
density or a linear attenuation. The major analysis challenge was deciding where to establish 
the threshold to distinguish between packing and liquid. A good agreement with the value 
claimed by the manufacturer was found. Liquid hold-up was then calculated directly from 
transmission data after subtraction of the dry image at several elevations of the column. The 
results fell within 15% of the expected values from literature. Green et al. [65] applied a new 
true third generation CT scanner to determine the effective wetted area and local liquid hold-
up for an air-water contactor containing a structured packing. The authors observed that 
liquid holdup was independent of gas rate up to the loading point, and then it increased 
dramatically as the flood point was approached. A 3D visualization of a short packed bed 
sections was achieved using a commercial photo editing software. A technique based on iso-
surfaces was employed to compute the mass-transfer area; good agreement was found with 
experimental measurements but not with available correlations. 
Toye et al. [66] conducted further experiments with a new high energy (420 kV) custom-
designed third generation CT scanner, capable to scan large objects up to 0,45 m diameter and 
4 m height. The research aimed to investigate Katapak-SP 12 developed by Sulzer Chemtech, a 
new kind of packing employed in reactive distillation, characterized by an alternative 
arrangement of two corrugated sheets (the separation zone) and one catalyst basket (the 
reaction zone). Scans of dry and irrigated packed bed were realized in absence of gas load 
with maximum spatial resolution of 0,5 mm. This technique was again used for the 
subtraction of X-ray transmission data for the dry bed from the data related to the irrigated 
bed. With this research the authors checked the possibility of studying such a complex kind of 
packings, evaluating the liquid hold-up spatial distribution in different cross sections of the 
column. In a following article, Aferka et al. [67] developed a new procedure to determine the 
mass-transfer area in a packed column equipped with Katapak-SP 12 and operating with an 
air / water system. The first key element of this procedure was the segmentation of phase 
distribution images: a discrete value was assigned to each pixel depending on the phase 
mainly present. This segmentation was obtained by combining binary images (with only two 
possible values for each pixel) of the dry packing and of liquid phase only. Then the mass-
transfer perimeter length between the two phases was evaluated applied the following 
criterion: pixels filled with liquid and surrounded with at least one gas pixel were assumed to 
be part of the interface. The total length was computed multiplying the counted number of 
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pixels and their dimension; the mass-transfer area dividing this perimeter length by the cross 
section area. Liquid was not uniformly distributed along the packing height, neither the mass-
transfer area. Janzen et al. [29] analyzed the influence of the liquid viscosity using water / 
glycerine aqueous solutions in a packed column filled with Mellapak 752Y structured packing. 
A new method to identify and quantitatively determine the different liquid flow structures, 
classified in film flow, contact point liquid and flooded region, was introduced. An algorithm 
was also developed based on geometrical characteristics of these structures. The authors 
affirmed that a higher liquid load caused a higher presence of flooded structures while an 
influence on the contact point liquid structures was not shown. The high viscosity solution 
resulted in higher values of liquid hold-up in each scanned cross section compared to water, 
as well as mass-transfer area. 
Janzen et al. [68] studied dynamic cross-sectional liquid distribution and hold-up in a DN80 
separation column filled with structured packings using an ultrafast electron-beam X-ray CT 
system with high temporal resolution of 2000 images per second with a 1 mm spatial 
resolution. The raw images were treated according these following steps: evaluation of a 
threshold value to identify the air pixels, skeletonisation of the image that is the elimination of 
pixels with a higher gray-value than the threshold, subtraction of the skeletonised gray-scale 
images of the dry packing from the skeletonised gray-scale images of the irrigated packing. A 
normalization of the images that assumed the darkest gray-value as liquid phase only was 
required to avoid an overestimation of the liquid hold-up due to partial volume effect and the 
limited spatial resolution. The authors investigated the fluid behavior close to the flooding 
point. The difference between the steady flow below the flooding point and the highly 
dynamic liquid flow in the flooding regime was observed for Montz B1-350MN and B1-500MN 
packings. 
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3. Materials and Methods 
3.1 Experimental set-up 
3.1.1 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP DESCRIPTION 
The sketch of the experimental set-up used for the measurements that were carried out in the 
present work is presented in Figure 33. 
 
Figure 33: Sketch of the experimental set-up 
The liquid is fed from a 10 L nominal capacity glass storage tank (D1) to the packed column 
(C1) by means of two identical gear pumps (P1 and P2) with a maximum capacity of 7020 
L/min and maximum differential pressure of 5,2 bar, working in a parallel configuration. The 
regulation of the pumps is done setting directly the desired number of rotations per minute. 
The liquid is fed to the column by a liquid distributor, designed by RVT Process Equipment. It 
consists of two parallel drip pipes that provide four equidistant injection points; according to 
the selected liquid load two distributors, with different size of the holes, are available. The 
packing height of the column is 1000 mm and the inner diameter 100 mm. The packed bed is 
supported on a metal grid. The liquid flows downwards through the packed bed and back to 
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the storage tank and therefore the liquid flows in a closed loop system. The presence of a 
siphon assures a minimum height of liquid at the bottom of the column that can be regulated 
changing the elevation of the storage tank. 
The pressurized air is supplied by an external source at 8 bar. The manual valve V1 allows the 
regulation of the desired pressure reduction. A mass flow meter FM is installed to set the 
volumetric air flow sent to the column. Before the column’s inlet, the air flow passes through a 
glass saturator tank S1, filled with water, in which a coil is installed. Basically, this system 
performs two tasks: preventing the evaporation of the liquid inside the column and regulating 
the internal temperature inside the equipment. The intimate contact between the two fluids 
that is achieved in the saturator tank leads to the saturation of the air due to evaporation of 
the liquid, limiting the evaporation of liquid inside the column. The temperature inside the 
saturator tank is regulated in an indirect way by the thermostat T1, working on the principle 
of a standard refrigeration circuit. A regulated-temperature refrigerant flows continuously 
inside the coil. In this way the temperature inside the saturator tank is the same as the 
refrigerant temperature. From time to time this temperature is directly checked using a 
thermocouple; the measured values correspond to the thermostat’s ones. Then the air flow 
enters at the column bottom from a tube with an opening; a metal disk is present on its top to 
improve the gas distribution. A counter-current operation is accomplished. After flowing 
through the packed bed the off air exits at the top of the column. 
 
3.1.2 SCANNED PACKING TYPES 
Three different types of random packing are scanned in the present work: Raflux Ring, RSR 
(Raschig SuperRing) and RMSR (RVT Metal Saddle Ring). All these packing types are 
marketed and available on the company’s websites in different materials and size. In order to 
properly fit in the small diameter column previously described, a suitable packing element 
size is selected, as reported in Table 5 with other geometric properties, provided by the 
manufacturer. It is important to observe that these geometric properties are referred to a 
standard diameter column. The use of a column with a small diameter, like in the 
experimental set-up of the present work, could cause a deviation of the measured values of 
these geometric parameters from the nominal ones. Aluminum is the selected material for all 
the tested random packings. The reason arises from its lower X-rays attenuation coefficient µ, 
compared to other metals (i.e. steel). 
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As discussed, the CT system has a maximum capability to scan objects with a thickness 
equivalent to 40 mm of aluminum. 
Table 5: Main features of packing types used 
Packing type Nominal 
size 
[mm] 
Thickness 
[mm] 
Packing 
surface area 
[m2 / m3] 
Void 
degree 
[m3 / m3] 
Material 
 
Manufacturer 
Raflux Ring 16 0.3 360 0.95 Aluminum RVT 
RMSR 16 0.3 290 (3) 0.95 (3) Aluminum RVT 
RSR #0.3 (4) 0.3 315 0.96 Aluminum Raschig 
 
3.1.2.1 Raflux Ring 
Raflux Ring, also called Pall Ring in literature, is shown in Figure 34. This kind of packing 
belongs to the second generation of random packings and is a modification of Raschig Ring 
after cutting windows in the metal ring and bending the windows tongues inward. The 
packing elements are provided by RVT Process Equipment. 
 
3.1.2.2 RMSR (RVT Metal Saddle Ring) 
RMSR (RVT Metal Saddle Ring), also known with the name of IMPT, is produced by RVT 
Process Equipment. Basically, this kind of packing is a modification of metal saddles and it 
belongs to the third generation of random packings. The open grid structure allows a 
reduction of pressure drops and an improvement of the wettability compared to Raflux Rings, 
as reported by the manufacturer. An illustration is shown in Figure 35. 
 
3.1.2.3 RSR (Raschig SuperRing) 
RSR (Raschig SuperRing), produced by Raschig, belongs to the fourth generation of random 
packings (Figure 36). The alternating wave structure of this packing type is open on all sides 
and realizes a large number of contact points for liquid and gas distribution. Among these 
three different tested packings, RSR is the one with higher expected performances in terms of 
pressure drops and wettability. 
                                                          
3  Estimated value because of a lack of data provided by the manufacturer. 
4 This number is an identification number provided by the manufacturer and it does not directly 
correspond to a size in millimeters. 
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Figure 34: Raflux Rings, RVT Process 
Equipment 
 
Figure 35: RMSR, RVT Process Equipment 
 
 
Figure 36: RSR, Raschig 
 
3.1.3 CUSTOM-DESIGNED CT SYSTEM 
The X-ray computed tomography system used in the present work [69] was developed and 
manufactured by Fraunhofer Development Center for X-ray Technology (EZRT) for the 
Institute of Separation Science and Technology at the University Erlangen-Nürnberg. 
The CT system, the column and all the other auxiliaries described in the present chapter are 
located in a shielded room to avoid X-ray dispersion to the outside. A sketch of the working 
principle is shown in Figure 37; the typical configuration of a third generation CT system is 
recognizable. 
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Figure 37: CT system working principle sketch - Source: Fraunhofer EZRT 
The gantry unit consists of a metal support on which the X-rays source (2), the detector (3) 
and a computer (4) are placed. This assembly is able to rotate around the object (1) 
controlled by an electric motor (not shown in the Figure), with the remarkable advantage that 
the object is not moved during the measurement. The gantry unit is connected to two stroke 
axis (5) in such a way that it can also move upward and downward up to 1 m of vertical 
spacing, controlled by the motor. The column is placed inside a 300 mm opening in the 
support plate, therefore the gantry unite can rotate around the column at a desired height. 
The X-rays source (X-rays tube) provides a fan beam with a maximum acceleration voltage of 
140 kV; the scintillation detector is organized in an array of 480 mm length. A picture of the 
CT system and the column during the column’s operation is reported in Appendix E. 
A spatial resolution equals to 81 µm within the cross section plane and 56 µm along the axial 
direction is achieved with the CT system’s setting used in the present work is. It is possible to 
select two different rotation velocity of the gantry unit. The lower velocity, equals to 1 
rotation per 1.5 seconds, was chosen to improve as more as possible the image resolution. A 
number of 1000 projections per second is recorded and therefore a time of 1 second is 
sufficient to obtain a complete set of data for one cross section image. Table 6 reports the 
main feature of the described CT system. 
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Table 6: Main CT system features 
CT Name 
Custom-designed 
Vertical Gantry-CT 
Manufacturer Fraunhofer EZRT 
Generation Third 
Source type X-ray tube 
Acceleration Voltage 140 kV 
Detector type Scintillators 
Length detector arrow 480 mm 
Spatial resolution 81 µm x 81 µm x 56 µm 
Temporal resolution 1 image / 1.5 s 
Maximum object diameter 300 mm 
Maximum object height 1000 mm 
 
The reconstruction method adopted is a filtered back-projection algorithm, commonly 
employed in these applications. The algorithm is implemented in Volex, the software provided 
by the manufacturer to control the various features of the CT system. 
 
3.2 Experimental procedure 
All the measurements are performed under ambient conditions. To be sure of reaching 
stationary conditions, after each liquid load modification the measurement is performed after 
a waiting time of 30 minutes; for the gas load the time is reduced to 15 minutes. 
After each day of measurements the packed bed draining procedure is started in order to 
obtain a dry bed for the following scan’s day. Basically, low-vacuum pressure is applied inside 
the column by means of an aspiration tube. Under this condition the drying process of the 
packed bed is obtained due to evaporation of the liquid still present as static hold-up in the 
packed bed. 
The maximum number of height position that is possible to scan in one measurement is 32; in 
order to measure more positions closer one to each other, the whole packed bed is divided in 
an upper and lower part. In each section 31 height positions (plus a reference position at the 
top of the column) are scanned. In this way a total number of 62 or 63 height positions data 
are acquired for each operating point. For each height position a number of 10-15 images are 
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collected at consecutive time to acquire a proper number of images sufficient for the 
successive phase of image processing. Therefore 20 seconds are necessary to scan each height 
position, around 10 minutes to complete a packed bed section and around 20 minutes for the 
entire packed bed. 
 
3.3 Experimental campaign 
The experimental campaign can be divided in two different runs, as recapitulated in Table 7. 
Table 7: Experimental campaign summary 
Experimental 
Run 
Liquid used 
Liquid 
load [m3 / 
m2 h] 
F-factor 
[Pa0.5] 
Investigated 
packings (5) 
Number of 
measurements 
Min. Max. Min. Max. RR RSR RSMR 
1 Water 10 70 0 2 X X  231 
2 
Isopropanol 
2 49 
N.A. 
(6) 
N.A. 
(6)  
X X X 
78 
 
 In the first series of experimental measurements random packings, in particular way 
Raflux Ring and RSR, are tested in an air / water system. The liquid load is varied 
between 10 and 70 m3/m2h and the gas load is varied in the F-factor range from 0 Pa0.5 
(no gas load applied) to 2 Pa0.5 (7). A total number of 7 different liquid loads are 
investigated and a total number of 231 scans are performed. The measurements are 
repeated three times after the re-packing of the column. For each re-packing the 
weight of the packing elements inside the column is measured as well as the height of 
the packed bed. The drip tube liquid distributor with big holes described in the section 
3.1 is used in this first run of measurements. A calibration of the pumps is carried out 
before starting the measurements in order to evaluate the liquid load supplied by the 
pumps at a certain number of rotations per minute. 
 
                                                          
5 RR = Raflux Ring; RSR = Raschig SuperRing; RSMR = RSMR Ring. 
6 N.A. = not applied. 
7 In correspondence of some high liquid load it was impossible to operate the column because the too 
close or beyond the flooding point condition, visually determined. In this case the correspondent 
measurement was skipped. 
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 In the second series of measurements isopropanol is used as liquid instead of water. 
The physical properties of interest for the two compounds are reported in Table 8 
from literature data. The column is operated with Raflux Ring, RSR and RSMR. In this 
run gas load is not applied. The liquid load is ranged between 2 m3 / m2 h and 14 m3 / 
m2 h using the smaller liquid distributor and then between 14 m3 / m2 h and 49 m3 / 
m2 h using the bigger one. A total number of 78 scans are performed. Before starting 
the measurements, another calibration of the pumps is requested for isopropanol. 
 
Table 8: Physical properties of liquids [10] [70] 
Liquid 
Mass density 
[kg / m3] 
Viscosity [mPa·s] Surface tension [mN / m] 
Water 1001,9 1,021 72,88 
Isopropanol 786,7 2,381 21,32 
 
 
3.4 Image processing 
3.4.1 IMAGE PROCESSING WITH IMAGEJ 
The first step that the raw images undergo is the image processing. The software used in the 
present work is ImageJ: a public domain, Java-based image processing program developed at 
the National Institutes of Health. The correlated package Fiji is also employed for its 
additional features [71]. 
The raw output data from the process of image reconstruction are imported in ImageJ as a 
stack of 10-15 gray shades 16-bit images and displayed. The image, shown in Figure 38, is 
selected from the stack of images referred to a height position that corresponds to 12 cm 
below the liquid distributor. The column is packed with Raflux Ring and operated with 
isopropanol; the liquid load is 21 m3 / m2 h without gas load. The image is made of 
1533x1533 pixels, each one characterized by a gray-value. In the image it is recognizable the 
glass column and its outer and inner wall. A detail in correspondence of an internal region of 
the column is reported in Figure 39; liquid, packing and gas are recognizable because 
described by different gray-values. 
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Figure 38: Raw reconstructed image 
 
Figure 39: Detail of the raw reconstructed image 
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The format of the image is modified from 16-bit to 8-bit, sufficient for a detailed description of 
the image. In 8-bit images, the gray-value scale ranges between 0 and 255 and the image size 
is reduced. A Gaussian Blur 3D filter is applied to the stack of images using the central image 
and averaging it with the previous and following three images (seven images in total) in order 
to reduce the background noise. In this way each pixel is replaced by an average of the pixels 
at the same position but from different images, recorded at consecutive time instant. 
In order to obtain an image containing only the gray-values related to liquid and packing, two 
steps of gray-values elimination are requested: the ones that represents the glass column and 
the air. Firstly, gray-values superior to 160 are selected and deleted: in this range only the 
glass column glass is present. To better visualize this procedure the histogram containing the 
number of pixel with a specific gray-value is displayed and analyzed for the image after the 
application of the filter in Figure 40. The broad peak at high gray-value represents the glass 
column. 
 
Figure 40: Histogram of image after application of Gaussian filter 
The higher peak at low gray-values represents the air, present in large amount in the image 
but not of interest for the successive evaluations. To select the range of pixels of interest, 
corresponding to liquid and packing, a common criterion has to be decided. The higher value 
of the range is set in correspondence of the first gray-value with a pixel number superior to 
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300. For the lower value, the overlapping of the peaks makes this selection more difficult; 
basically, a tailing factor is used. 
The final image obtained after the pre-processing operations is shown in Figure 41. The 
procedure described in this section is automated by means of a Java language script, 
developed in another work, with a significant save of time. For further details it is possible to 
consult the reference [1]. 
 
Figure 41: Image after pre-processing with ImageJ 
 
3.4.2 IMAGE SEGMENTATION WITH MATLAB 
The second step of the image processing is a segmentation of the image. Two software are 
used in this phase: MATLAB for the segmentation process and Microsoft Excel to collect the 
output data. The segmentation of an image transforms the image with a continuous range of 
gray-values in another one with only discrete gray-values. Generally, the aim of segmentation 
is to simplify the representation of the image into something that is more meaningful and 
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easier to analyze. In the specific case of this work, segmentation is necessary for the 
quantitative evaluation of the fluid dynamic parameters of interest. Different approaches have 
been proposed by different authors to segment an image; basically, three wide categories can 
be listed: threshold-based, edge-based and region-based techniques [72]. 
In the present thesis an algorithm, developed in a previous work [69] for similar applications 
[1], is selected and used. The algorithm is based on an evaluation of the gradient of gray-
values to properly decide the regions in which air, liquid and packing are present and where 
the phase boundaries are placed. More in detail, the algorithm calculates the local gray-value 
gradient: if it is small, the regions is characterized by the identified phase; if it is high, a phase 
change is recorded and the related boundary phase is located. Therefore, a gray-value equals 
to 0 (black), 128 (gray) and 255 (white) for air, liquid and packing, respectively, is assigned to 
the pixels falling in these regions. For further explanations of the steps involving in the 
algorithm it is possible to refer to the articles previously cited. 
 
Figure 42: Segmented image using Matlab 
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The segmented image resulting from the application of this algorithm is shown in Figure 42. 
Only three gray-values describe the distribution of air, liquid and packing inside the column, 
making easier the successive evaluation steps. Clearly, the image segmentation step takes on a 
crucial importance in the whole image processing procedure because it must guarantee that 
the original distribution of air, liquid and packing is not modified by the segmentation itself. 
 
3.4.3 FLUID DYNAMIC PARAMETERS EVALUATION 
Starting from the segmented image, the numerical evaluation of the quantities of interest, 
namely liquid hold-up, wetted area, mass-transfer area and packing surface area, is 
conducted. The calculation of the liquid hold-up takes the total number of pixels with a gray-
value equals to 128 into account. The size of a single pixel is known exactly; this value is used 
to calculate the area of a single pixel. Therefore, the area of the column AC is computed as the 
sum of the area of the pixels contained inside the circle inscribed into the square image. The 
liquid hold-up hL (8) is then calculated according to the following formula: 
hL =
npixel ∙ Apixel
AC
     [29] 
The evaluation of the mass-transfer area is made by computing the length of the line that 
describes the interface between liquid and gas pixels lgas-liquid and dividing it by the area of the 
column AC. 
aE =
lgas−liquid 
AC
≅
∑ npixel,i ∙ lii
AC
  with {
li = 1 ∙ lpixel          if nliquid_neighbors = 1
li = 1.65 ∙ lpixel    if nliquid_neighbors = 2
     [31] 
Due to the discrete nature of the image, made of pixels, the evaluation of this length would 
cause an overestimation of the real mass-transfer area. Therefore, to approximate the smooth 
shape of the interface, the algorithm uses a proper correction factor. Basically, if the pixel is 
surrounded by one liquid pixel, the length of the pixel coincides with the length of the 
interface; if it is surrounded by two other liquid pixels, the length is not taken equals to 2 but 
1.65. If it is surrounded by three or more liquid pixels, this pixel does not belong to the 
interface. 
                                                          
8 Liquid hold-up is rigorously defined in function of the cross section area of the packed bed and not of 
the column. Nevertheless, in the case of random packings the two quantities are identical; with 
structured packings free space is available between the column wall and the packed bed and this 
difference has to be considered. 
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The same concept is applied to the evaluation of the wetted area, computing the perimeter of 
the line that describes the interface between liquid and packing, lliquid-packing. 
aW =
lliquid−packing 
AC
     [32] 
Even the packing surface area aP is calculated in a similar way; more specifically, it is defined 
as the ratio between the total perimeter that describes the boundaries of the packing 
elements lpacking and the column area AC. 
aP =
lpacking
AC
     [33] 
In equation 32 and 33, the correction factor already introduced in equation 31 is used. 
 
3.4.4 LIQUID HOLD-UP DISTRIBUTION WITHIN A CROSS SECTION IMAGE 
In order to obtain information about the radial distribution of liquid hold-up along a cross 
section of the column, a MATLAB script is developed. The basic idea is to divide the total 
column cross section into three different regions: inner region (1), central region (2) and 
outer region (3), characterized by equal cross section areas. 
An illustration of this splitting procedure is presented in Figure 43; the image is just the 
negative (inverse) of the segmented image in Figure 42, used for sake of clarity. The radii of 
the inner region R1 and central region R2 are chosen in such a way to make the area of the 
three regions exactly the same by means of some basic geometric relations. Therefore, the 
center of the image is located; a liquid pixel (with a gray-value equals to 128) belongs to one 
of the three regions according to the following conditions. 
r = (x − Cx)
2 + (y − Cy)
2     if   {
r < R1            Inner region
R1 < r < R2      Central region  
R2 < r < R3      Outer region     
   [30] 
In equation 30 r is the variable for the current radius, Cx and Cy the coordinates of the center 
of the image, R1, R2 and R3 the radius of the inner, central and outer circle, respectively. The 
sum of the liquid pixels belonging to each region provides the value of the liquid hold-up 
inside the region. For more details on the calculation procedure, the commented MATLAB 
script is reported in Appendix A. 
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Figure 43: Inner, central and outer region of the total cross section area 
 
3.4.5 FLOW MORPHOLOGY ANALYSIS 
For a qualitative analysis of the flow morphology, a specific MATLAB script is developed and 
reported in Appendix B. In this script three basic steps come in succession: binaryzation of the 
segmented image, splitting of the detected liquid macro-structures and structures 
classification according to a specific set of criteria. 
The first step consists of a procedure that transforms the segmented image, containing three 
gray-values, into a binary image, containing only 0 and 1. The pixels with gray-values related 
to air and packing are set equal to zero; the pixels with gray-values related to liquid to one. 
The application of the first step to RMSR operated with isopropanol is displayed in Figure 44 
(image on the right). 
Observing this image, different liquid structures are not elementary, in other words some of 
them consist of liquid sub-structures. To prevent a wrong image analysis, the splitting of these 
structures is accomplished by means of a technique developed in another article by Janzen 
[29]. For each liquid pixel in the image (that corresponds to 1 in the associated matrix), the 
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four neighbors located in north, south, west and east direction at a relative distance of three 
pixels are evaluated. If three or more of these pixels are not related to liquid (that 
corresponds to 0 in the associated matrix), the investigated pixel is classified as belonging to a 
thin connection structure. Then the pixel is not considered liquid anymore and in the 
associated matrix the value is switched from 1 to 0; in the image the investigated pixel 
appears black. Three successive cycles of the splitting procedure are carried out; the result is 
shown in Figure 44 (image at the bottom). 
 
Figure 44: Image analysis after binaryzation and liquid macro-structures splitting 
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After this step, the classification of the different liquid structures using the image region 
analyzer app present in MATLAB is conducted according to specific properties: area, 
eccentricity and equivalent diameter. The definitions provided by MATLAB in the Image 
Processing Toolbox are reported in the following [73]. 
 
Figure 45: Images containing film and rivulet structures; labeled image with rivulets 
 Area is a scalar that specifies the actual number of pixels in the region. 
 
 Eccentricity is a scalar that specifies the eccentricity of the ellipse that has the same 
moment of inertia as the region. This scalar is computed as the ratio of the distance 
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between the foci of the ellipse and its major axis length. The value ranges between 0 
for a circle and 1 for a line segment. 
 
 Equivalent diameter is a scalar that specifies the diameter of a circle with the same 
area as the region. The region is equivalent to a specific liquid structure. 
Two different liquid structures are takes in consideration: film structures and rivulet 
structures. More specifically, the criteria that a film structure has to satisfy are: 
 Area < 30; 
 
 Equivalent diameter < 35; 
 
 Eccentricity > 0.95. 
These parameters are fixed after a sensitive analysis conducted on several images of different 
packings. The thin connection elements that were deleted in the splitting process of the liquid 
macro-structures are also included in the film structure category. On the contrary, liquid 
structures with at least one parameter that does not meet the specified requirements are 
included in the category of rivulet structures. The result of the classification procedure is 
shown in Figure 45 (on the left film structures and on the right rivulet structures). 
In the figure at the bottom, to highlight the different shape of each rivulet in the related image, 
a labeling of each structure is carried out using various colors. 
 
